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FOREWARD 

This is one ofa series of papers presented at the Gatlinburg Conference on 

Semi-Conductor Detectors and Associated Circuits {May, 1967.>. Taken together, 

the papers represent a general summary of some of the recent advances in this 

area at LRL, Berkeley. 
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- THE ENERGY RESOLUTION CAPABILITIES OF' '.-SE~nCONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR PARTICLES 
... tItii«I ..... l5W!> :0 'b.a4ks"' ....... a:s_ILWiS!'JG$I$e! C:W~~ .. ...,.".IAfL?OM .. ~\S' ..... h~ 

IN THE 10 TO 100 MEV RANGE* 
at lb d:I.....,.:yr = I:!!_ 

By: F. S.,Goulding~ D. A. Landis and R .. H. Pehl , 
I. Introduction 

• • otI • e .:cau_ 
-. Many studies of nuclear· reactions use beams of medium energy protons, alpha 

particles and other Hght nuclei produced by cyclotrons. Recent advances in 

these machines, in particular th~ development and use(l) of the variable energy 

spiral-ridge principle have resulted in the possibility of carrying out experi

ments with energy resolutions less than .075%.:(1.e. 37.5 keY FWHH at 50 MeV)~ 

For example. the present.magnetically analyzed beam from the Berkeiey88" 

cyclotron is believed to have a beam spread of about .075% rWHM for 50.MeV alphas, 

and in the near future. witp the addition of a higher precision beinding magn~tD 

a beam with a spread of about ~02% FWHH will be:! available o '1'0 fully utilize the 

energy re$olution capabilitle:z.; of these machines, the system analyzing the reaction 

products (Leo after> tl:le target) must exhibit inherent fluctuations in the .02% 

FWHM region. Since ex.tstingsemlconductor det~ctor systems have not demonstrated 

this performance, we are clriven to consider the use of very expensive magnetic 

:analysis systems (which also possess their own limitations}Q In view of this 

situation, the follo"dng notes have been 'prepared to make a serious estimate of 

the performance we can ul.timately expect to realize with semiconductor detectors , 

in these app:lications. and to indicate the conditions necessary for this perform ... 

anee. Some discussion of present performance will also be included. 

We will restrict our disoussion to the use of silicon detector$; in the 

energy range of interest 'this usually implies lithium ... drifted silicon detectors 

1 to 4inm thicKo We t;¥il.1. neglect one of the more interesting 

1'This work was carri~d out as part of the progl"arn of the Nuclear Chemistry_ Instru

mentation Gro\lp of the Lawrence Radiation I~aboratory supported hy AEC Contract 

No. W-7405-eng~#8. 
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problems posed by this type of cyclotron, namely, the problem of stopping protons 

. (2.3) h . 1 f' .' up to 60 MeV. Two,earl~er papers have s own the potent~a 0 german~um 

detectors and it will suffice to note:-, here that the results which follow would 

be somewhat improved by the use of germanium (at 770 K) due to the smaller energy -

required to produce a hole~electron pair and the smaller measured Fano factor. 

II. ~ource~ of Spread 

Several factors determine the energy, resolution of detector systems and their 

relative importance changes as a function of particlij energy. We will deal with 

each of these factors in turn: 

A. Detector Noise .. ... 
The relative magnit'ude of the two comp:onentslLwnich':li.:ontribute 

to detector noise depends upon such factors as temperature e applied 

voltage It amplifier pulse-shaping network time constants, ete~. THe';) 

first component, due to bulk leakage current 9 behaves in a reasonably 

predictable fashion, the leakage and its associated noise becoming' 

smaller as the temperature is reduced and the mean-square noise 

voltage increasing linearly with increasing amplifier time constant. 

The second component, due'to surface effects, is more difficult to 

predict; however. one, can:' say that its value increases with increase 

in applied VOltage, is dependent on the surface treatment of the 

detector t and that its mean-square value increases very rapidly 

(i.e. more than linearly) with increasing amplifier time constant. 

. , 

• 

't, 
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Obviously, the common factor .strongly inf~uencing these two noise 

sources is the amplifier time-constant, ,and fro~ this point of 

view, the shorter the time-constant, the better will be the noise 

performance. Decreasing the detector temperature decreases the 

bulk leakage current and also reduces the ~harge-collection time 

in the detector (at -75°C the collection time'isalmost 3 times 

smaller than at +2S0C). ,This is advantageous in that it permits 

use of shorter amplifier time constants than would otherwise be 

necessary*-thereby reducing detector (particularly surface) noise. 

Using a shaping network (e.g. one producing a Gaussian~shaped 

pulse) of ,about O. SlJsec time,' constant in the, amplifier, and a 

detector at -75°C, we can realize a total detector noise contri-

bution ,to ene,rgy resolution of «5 keV (FWHM) with no difficulty. -, 

Futher reduction of the temperature is only possible if silicon 

exhibiting very little charge trapping is available. 

B. Input Amplifying Stage Noise 

Here we 'can use results' obtained in work on high-resolution 

germanium and silicon detector systems for lower energy applications 

and make some reasonable extrapolations to higher energies. The 
". 

detectors used in high-resolution nuclear,~epc::t1:onlie.xperiment8 exhibit 
:. 

capacities smaller than SpF (frequently much smaller). ,For high-

energy applications, the feedback capacitor in the Charge-sensitive 

loop must be increased from the, small value used in low-ene,rgy 

applications--Spf is a good general purpose value. Therefore, 

the total input capacity, will be about lOpF. 

" , .. 
"(We will see later that the noise due to the input amplifier stage increases ' 

at short time constants but this increase is quite predictable. 
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A typical F.E.T. preamt'lifier using an optimally cooled 

UC250 will exhibit a FWHM eneJ;'gy ~esolutionof (2+0.1C) keV 

for a Gaussian shaping network peaking at O.Sllsec. (Where C 

is the added input capacity. measured in pF) e Therefore an input 

stage noise contribution of 3 keV can be expected, and together 

with the detector noise. the total front-end noise should not· 

exceed 5 keV FWHM. 

C. Noise Du! to Later ~ta~s ofAmJlificatio~ 

This is frequently a major source of noise in high-energy 

applications due to the use of general purpose amplifiers ,:' .. 

designed for use with all types of radiation from 20 keV X-rays 

to 100 MeV particles. However. it is a simple matter to design 

an amplifier especially for the 10-100 MeV range. Moreover, 

since the number of stages of ampl.$.fica:t ion,:x:eq1,1irecLis"t:Ilu,ch 

smaller than in general purpose ampliiiers, ,the gain stability 

is also much improved. 

D. Gain Stal?ili tZ. 

The very small percentage f'esolution numbers quoted earlier 

indicate the importance of amplifier gain stability in these 

applications. By use of low temperature coefficient resistors 
\ 

and air-condi tibned~~_ equipment racks we are already achieving 

gain stabilities which 'are almost adequate. However, servo 

stabilization of gain will probably be required for long 

experiments ". 

• 

• 

't 

f 
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E. .e.,tatis'Ufs of CE!rge Production in t~~= ~etector: 

The statistical nature of the sharing of ·energy between 

ionizing and other processes results in a spread in the charge 

signal produced in a detector by the absorption of energy from 

an ionizing particle. The mean-square fluctuation in the number 

-:i F of hole-electron pairs is given by N = F N where is 

the Fano factor and N is the number, of hole-electron pairs 

produced. This factor has been studied extensively both from a 

h . l( 4) d .' 1 . f' t eoret~ca an exper~menta po~nt 0 v~ew. Recent measurements 

at our laboratory and others indicates that the Fano factor in 

silicon is smaller than 0.15. This is likely to be an overestimate 

as trapping and windo\Ol effects complicate the measurement. We 

should also bear in mind that the experimental measurements are 

confined to electrons of energy <1 MeV~' However t since it is known 

that the sharing of energy between ionizing and other processes is 

almost independent of part'icle type .and energy (as shown by roughly 

the same value for the energy absol"'b~d per hole-electron pair)" it 

seems reasonable to assume a maximum Fano factor of 0.15 for our 

energy region too. 

Converted into energy/, the FWHM spread due to this source is 

given by 

Since 

ESrAT 

['STAT = 
f -;: 3e10 

= 1.7S"jfk~Vt 

Z.'35/F£E. 

for silicon at _75°C, we have: 

'-there.£" is the particle energy in MeV • 

The values given in Table~ land 2 are calculated from this Telationship. 
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Fo Nuclear Collisions 
«*fIlWt •• d ~ 1." ... dIdI ........ ' lS:iiJI1bA.'" 

When heavy particles pass through an absorbing medium,part 

of their energy is lost by collisions with the htidlet of the 

absorbi!1g medium. This energy appears in the form of recoiling 

ato:ns of the absorber which knock out further atoms, producing 

virtually no ionization. As fat- as the detector output signal 

is concerned. the loss of energy in these nuclear collisions 

causes a small loss of signal--which is not normally large 

enough to be of any consequence~f~ However t only a small number 

of nuclear collisions occur in the track of particle and the 

energy exchanges at these collisions are rather high. This 

causes rather a large statistical. fluctuation~:: in the output 

signal. 

This effect has been analyzed by Lindhard and Nielsen(5) 

who show that the dominant result is due to the very low energy 

portion of the particle's track. Using Lindhard and Nielsen's 

results we have: 

Low energy nuclear contribution E'"lItJU. -: o~ 7 ZYtt A 41~ keY FWHM 

where ~ and }\ are the atomic number and atomic weight of the 

particle. 

For alpha .. par.ticles: = keV·FWHM 

For.protons: keY FWHM 

i'Except for heavy ions s~ch as· fission fragments where this is believed to 

account for the so-called ionization defect. 

• 

• 
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Lindhard and Nielsen also give a formula for evaluting the high-

energy' contribution and, calculat~on ShOlolS this :to be quite 

negligible at energies up to 100 MeV*. 

G. Tra~ .. ng Eff~.!!:," in l)ct,.e,ct;>;. 

Many silicon detectors exhibit severe trapping effects at 

low temperatures. We have demonstrated that these problems are 

very significant in determining resolution ,()tH :<~",ii.11y at high 

energies as the charge trapped is . propoz'tionai to the energy 

of the incoming particle. Although insufficient data exist::: 

on this problem it seems reasonable to assume that the spread 

in sign.al'resulting from trapping is proportional to K. 
The effect varies a great deal, with the quality of silicon 

used ip the detector~ but 'we have established that it is very 

small for 1 MeV electrons. at -150°C' if high quality silicon is 

used. This indicates that the use of good quality silicon at 

-75°C should result in no serious trapping proble~s for particles 

up to 100 MeV (1. e. the spread .intl"oduced should be « 5 keV). 

H. Pile~up of fast Electrons from Target 

Secondary electrons from the target can constitute a noise 

source in a detector. We now employ an electrostatic electron 

suppressor to remove these electrons and a substantial improve-

ment in resolution has ~esulted. 

,.f:Lindhard and Nielsen also point out that this effect can result in a tail on' 

peaks. "H'owever ~ calculations show:~ this to be negligible for our purposes'. 

. ~~ .' 
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Recent work indicates that ,slight tailing, on peaks observed 

in nuclear reaction experiments i~ this energy range may be due 

to y-rays from the target producing signals at a high rate in the 

detector. These superimpose on the signals and can cause loss of 

resolution and tailing. No simple method of eliminating this 

effect has been found but use of a bending magnet combined with 

shielding is an obvious (though fafrly complex and expensive) 

solution if it is necessary. The use of a short amplifier time 

constant is also desirable to reduce, these pileo·up effects. 

J. Detector Temi?.:;~tuE.~1:ati;ms 

The energy required to produce a hole-electron pair is a 

function of temperature. Measurements indicate a:change of 

between .01 and.02%OC. We note that this could easily be a 

major limitation. and to make its effect negligible. the detector 

temperature should be controlled to 10.250 C. 

III. .§.umma.ry Of ... R:...s..u.~ t .. sa 

Although this method can be questioned~ these various factors will be added 

together in quadrature since they are almost uncorrelated. . (Note: Lindhard 

suggests that some correlation may exist between nuclear collisions and ionizat

ion statistics but we are only concel'ned here with a maximum estimate and will 

neglect correlation.) The results are. summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The final 

two columms of these tables show the predicted experimental energy resolution 

allowing .075% and .02% respectively for beam spread (FWHM). 

c .. 

l' 
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IV. Discussion -
In making a comparision b.etween ·the observed e){perimental energy resolutions 

and those predicted here, we must recognize that very few experimental setups are 

optimized as required for validity of our predictions. For example, the detector 

temperature is rarely optimized (this should probably be adjusted for best results), 

noise from stages other than the first one in the amplifier is not negligible, 

and time constants are not always ideal. Moreover, inadequate knowledge of beam 

spread leads to difficulties in assignment of specific numbers to the ~arious 

contributions. 

Experimental results which are worthy of consideration are some obtained in 

experiments with a range of detectors by B. G. Harvey and his associates at the 

88" Cyclotron at Berkeley. For 50 MeV-a~particles they obtain a FWHM resolution 

of about 45 keV. A typical spectl'um is. shown' in Fig. 1. We can account fOI' most 

of this spread as follows: 

(1) Electronic Resolution (Detector, Preamp and Amplifier): 20 keY 

(2) Beam Resolution: Probably About 37.5 keY 

(3) Nuclear Collisions: 6.5 keY 

(4) Detector Statistics: 12.4 keV 

Total: 44.7 keV. 

Recently the same group has measured.scattering'of 15 MeV deuterons from a 

178 Hf target (see Figs. 2 and 3) and obtained an energy resolution of about 18 keY • 
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Calculations similar to those given here for a's and protons predict 16 keV, We 

see that the experimental results are in fair agreement with the summation of the· 

known and predicted components. However 9 it is possible that several factors, 
l' 

such as detector window and target thickness, charge~trapping and ypile-up in the 

detector, etc,. which may be of major importance later, are being hidden by the .. 
large factors listed above. 

Very recently, D. Hendrie and W. Parkinson have carried out measure~ents in 

a well resolved ('\1.02%) 58 HeV alpha-particle beam at the University of Michigan. 

Their final energy resolution (FWHM) was 35 keY (or about .06%). Allo\-ring for their 

measured electronic resolution (12 keY) and detector temperature variations, the 

theoretical considerations given earlier would predict nearly 30 keV resolution 

for their situation. 

While it is clearly desirable to carry out more exacting tests, the indica-

tions'are that the results given in Tables 1 and 2 will probably eventually be 

realized. 
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TABLE 1 : ANTICIPATED ENERGY RESOLUTION FOR PROTONS 

ENERGY ELECTRONIC DETECTOR NUCLEAR BEAM BEAM TOTAL FOR TOTAL FOR 
STATISTICS COLLISIONS .075% .02% .075% .02% 

MeV keY keY keY keY keY BEAM BEAM 
75 10.5 

10 5 5.5 0.7 
2 7.7 

. 15 17.6 
20 5 7.8 0.7 

4 10 

22.5 25.0 
30 5 9.6 0.7 

6 12.4 
30 32.3 

40 5 11.1 0.7 
8 14.6 

37.5 39.8 
50 5 12.4 0.7 

10 16.7 
45 47.0 

60 5 13.6 0.7 
12 18.7 

52.5 54.8 
70 5 14.7 0.7 

14 20.9 
60 60.2 

80 5 15.7 0.7 
16 23.0 

67.5 67.5 
90 5 16.6 0.7 

18 25.0 

75 75.0 
100 5 17.5 0.7 

20 27.0 

XBL 675-1463 
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TABLE 2 ; ANTICIPATED ENERGY RESOLUT!OI'l FOR ALPHAS 

"" -
ENERGY ELECTRONIC DETECl'OR NUCLEAR BEAM I BEAM "OTAL FOR TOTAL FOR 

STATISTICS COLLISIONS .075% .02% .075% .02% 

MeV keY keY keY IleV keV BEAM BEAM • 7.5 12.3 
10 5 5.5 6.4 

2 10.0 

15 1.8.8 
20 5 7.8 6.4 

4 - 11.9 
-. 

22.5 25.8 
30 5 9.6 6.4-

6 14.0 

30 33.2 
40 5 11.7 6.4 

8 15,9 

. 37.5 40.3 
50 5 12.4 6.4 

10 17.8 

45 47.3 
60 5 13.6 6.4 

12 19.8 .--
52.5 55.0 

70 5 14.7 6.4 -
14 21.8 

60 60.2 
80 5 15.7 6.4 

16 23.9 

6.4 
67.5 67.5 

90 5 16.6 
25.8 18 -

75 75 
100 5 17.5 6.4 

20 28.3 

XBL 675-1464 

... , 

.' 
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